M-565
Marsden Slimming Scale

Professional portable scale for slimming groups and gyms
200g accuracy - separate indicator for weight sensitive areas
Easy to use functions, including BSA and BMI
Carry handle for portability
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Marsden M-565: Professional, high accuracy
weighing for slimming groups and gyms
If you need a high accuracy, long lasting weighing scale
designed specifically for gyms, personal trainers and slimming
groups, choose the M-565.
With its 250kg capacity, the M-565 is suitable for almost any
user - and its remote indictor makes it ideal for weight sensitive
environments.

High accuracy for results you can trust
The M-565 is accurate to 200g, right up to a
maximum capacity of 250kg. This means you can
see even small changes in a person’s weight from
week to week!
Weight readings are displayed on the indicator’s large, bright
30mm LCD display. A separate indicator makes the scale
suitable for weight sensitive environments.
Weight readings can be displayed in kg/g or st/lb.

Easy access features to save time
The indicator for the scale is a brand new design; the
display is larger than previous models and features are
easily accessible. Fewer buttons pressed means less
time spent weighing.
A feature unique to Marsden is the BSA calculator meaning, along with the M-565’s BMI function, you
can get a true picture of a patient’s body health.
Hold stabilises the weight on the screen. Tare will
remove unwanted weight, like clothing.
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Take your scale anywhere
The indicator is small and compact - and the base of
the scale has an integrated carry handle.
Additionally, there is a carry case available, making the
M-565 the ultimate portable slimming scale.

Key features
Weighs in kg/g or st/lb
Mains operated or batteries
Large, bright display
Battery status indicator
Micro USB port
BMI
BSA
Hold/Tare
Robust platform
Adjustable levelling feet
Optional carry case

USB port for recording weight data
The M-565 has a micro USB port. This means that, once
configured, weight information can be sent from the
scale to a spreadsheet or database.
Since software will need to be configured to receive the
data from the scale, if you intend to use the M-565 to
record weight data, please contact us.

Specification
Capacity: 250kg
Graduations: 200g
Power: Mains adaptor or 6 x AA batteries
Base dimensions: 310mm x 310mm x 50mm
Weight of Scale: 6kg
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Marsden M-565: Key features at-a-glance

Carry handle for
portability
Slip resistant
surface

Large, bright,
easy to read
display

Robust platform

Battery
status
symbol

Adjustable
levelling feet for
extra stability

USB connection
for data transfer
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Easy access
functions: Hold,
Tare, BMI, BSA

